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1 PROMOTING BETTER PRACTICE
The Program
By promoting better practice, the Office of Local Government aims to assist in strengthening the
local government sector by assessing performance and promoting continuous improvement.
The Program includes:

•

working with councils to identify, share and promote better practice in key areas.

•

working cooperatively with councils to promote strong relationships within the sector.

•

providing councils with feedback on areas requiring improvement or further development,
and assisting them in developing solutions.

•

identifying trends and issues arising from council reviews to support policy and legislative
changes for the local government sector.

•

encouraging and facilitating innovation within the NSW local government sector.

Tools and
checklists for
council self−assesment

Promoting

Stronger
relationships

Sharing
better
practice

Innovation

Better Practice reviews

Reviews of individual councils are designed to act as a 'health check' to examine the extent to
which there are appropriate

strategies,

policies, systems and procedures

ir place at the

strategic and operational levels.
The reviews are conducted by a team from the Office of Local Government in collaboration with
councils. During a visit to council key strategic areas are examined together. A key outcome is a
report which reflects the findings of the review but most importantly contains a Review Action
Plan with strategies to facilitate better practice and increase council's overall capacity to deliver
appropriate services to its community.
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Key strategic areas considered
Leadership and governance

examines

how the elected body and the council
organisation

provide leadership within

the local community.
the

all

a council

is

by which

means

directed

It considers

and

controlled

to

Promoting
Better
Practice

ensure

effective decision making and ensure
the organisation
and

ethical

is meeting
obligations.

its legal
Council's

regulatory and enforcement framework
is also considered.

Councils work with their communities

to prepare a community strategic plan which covers a

minimum of 10 years and forms the foundation of its service delivery. The focus is on how well
council engages

its community

in planning,

Delivery Program, and Operational
extent

to which

strategic

and how well the Community

Plan capture the community's

land−use

planning

matters

are

Strategic

Plan;

aspirations and goals. The

integrated

into

the

council's

implementation of the Integrated Planning and Reporting framework are also considered here.

Capacity to deliver considers the current and future financial capability of a council to sustain its
operations
Strategic

and deliver appropriate

services to the community as set out in the Community

Plan, the Delivery Program

and Operational

Plan. The quality and utility of the

council's long−term financial planning, asset management, and workforce planning is a key part
of this assessment

Services to the commulfity

relates to how the facilities and services in council's Community

Strategic Plan, Delivery Program and Operations Plan have been translated into action. This
includes looking at how the council informs the community

of its performance

in delivering

services and facilities according to Plan, and how it measures customer satisfaction or receives
community feedback to inform ongoing planning.
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The review process
The review team consisted of Caroline Egberts, Principal Program Officer and Ross Bailey,
Senior Program Officer.

• PROMOTING BETTER.pRACTICE.REVIEW:PROCESS:::
•

Lachlan Council completed a comprehensive

self−assessment checklist and the review team

considered a range of documents.

ASSESSING

The review team considered local circumstances

in order to understand the pressures on the

Council and how it has sought to manage within that environment.

DISCUSSING (VISIT TO THE COUNCIL)

A visit to Council allowed the team to 'reality check' what it had found in the material received
from Council, and to discuss any issues arising. The visit focused on conversations with
councillors and key council staff on key strategic areas that contribute to the council's overall
health and sustainability.

',SING AND REPORTING

After the visit, the review team prepared a draft report for Council's consideration

and input.

Once the report is tabled by the council, the final report is published on the Office of Local
Government website, along with other council review reports.

PLEMENTING AND MONITORING
The review report highlights opportunities for further development for Council. Specific activities
are captured in an action plan to guide Council. Lachlan Council and the Office will monitor
progress as agreed.
Better practice identified during the review will be shared as appropriate within the local
government sector.
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2 ABOUT LACHLAN SHIRE
The Lachlan Shire is geographically
rho 4rpar4 !AShli

the heart of

New South Wales". It is located to the west of
major

centres

such

as Orange

and

Parkes;

south−west of Dubbo and north−east of Griffith.
The Shire covers an area of 15,000 square
kilometres.
AMU

The

acknowledged

Wiradjuri

people

are

as the traditional owners of the

land.
Lachlan Shire is the home to many traditional farming cultures and is one of the largest grain
producing areas of NSW. It is also produces sheep, wool and beef. Lachlan Shire is primarily
an agricultural area — producing grain, sheep, wool and beef.
A small but successful light−manufacturing

sector has emerged in both Condobolin and Lake

Cargelligo. Tourism is an emerging industry with the natural beauty of the Lachlan River, the
picturesque

Lake Cargelligo,

and Gum Bend Lake, and the Shire being a gateway to the

outback.
A snapshot of the Council and the Shire is presented on the following pages.
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Lachlan

Shire Council
Lachlan Shire has an area of approximately 14.973 2 tan2 with a population of 6 735 Located in the central west region, agriculture is a major industry
with the production of grams, wheat, oats, barley and feed crops and is also known for as sheep and cattle stations Lachlan is home to the annual two
day cross country navigational rally, the Condo 750
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The Council's response

As a general comment on the statistical material contained in the Report, we felt that more emphasis should be placed on the
'tyranny of distance' which impacts on our operations. This is not clear when comparing Lachlan to the Group Average in many of
the areas presented. A simple example of this is the comparison made in EFT staff The statistic does not accurately reflect the
decentralised nature of the Shire and the fact that it has three depots centred around its three main towns all approximately 100kms
or more apart. Equally the total road length; population density; and grants comparisons all deserve fuller explanation so the
impacts of the comparisons are clearer.

101 P
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3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Promoting Better Practice Review of Lachlan Shire Council took place in June 2014. The
review team wishes to thank Lachlan Shire Council Mayor, Clr Desmond
General

Manager,

Liz Collyer,

and the Senior

Management

Manwaring,

the

Team for their enthusiastic

participation in the review and for providing valuable information about the Council's

strategic

directions and key initiatives.
Lachlan Shire Council faces a number of challenges particularly in relation to its governance
framework and financial sustainability.
It is acknowledged

that the Council has taken the Promoting Better Practice Review as an

opportunity to further develop its management

of change plan: Building Civic Leadership and

Pride, Organisation Development Program, A Draft Management Change Plan for Lachlan
Shire Council April 2014, This Plan presents the means for improvement

and change by

identifying areas for development and appropriate actions to address these.
The review team has prepared an Action Plan to record all areas requiring development and
proposed actions arising from the Promoting

Better Practice Review. Once confirmed,

it is

suggested that the additional areas and actions identified by the review team be included in the
Council's Organisation

Development Plan. It is critical that the Organisation Development

Plan

also connects with the Council's Integrated Planning and Reporting suite of documents.

Leadership and governance
Until recently, Lachlan Shire Council had not given its organisational governance framework the
attention it requires. Consequently,

over time, it has become quite deficient in a number of

areas and has not kept abreast of current policies, procedures and practices. The Council does
not comply with legislative requirements in several areas and is exposed to significant risk.
The Council's new leadership team acknowledge the need to rebuild the governance framework
as a matter of priority. Work has commenced

as per a range of actions set out in the

Organisation Development Plan.

Community Strategic Planning
The Council largely meets the legislative requirements of the Integrated Planning and Reporting
framework.

In the last 18 months, the Council has focused on re−engaging with the Lachlan

community and has displayed better practice in doing so.

March 2015
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Delivering a sustainable future
This is an area requiring priority attention. The Council's financial position has deteriorated over
a number of years. It has reported operating deficits before capital grants and contributions in
six of the last eight years. The Council did not meet the statutory requirements in regards to the
fair valuation of its assets. The outcome of this is that its depreciation has been understated in
the last two financial years (2011/12 and 2012/13). If the correct depreciation charge had been
applied, deficits would have been reported for the all of the last eight years.
In addition to this, Lachlan Shire's Long−Term Financial Plan is predicting further deficits for the
next ten years.
Without positive intervention there is a potential risk that the Council's financial position may
become distressed.
It appears the Senior Management Team is aware of the gravity of this situation, but it is unclear
if the elected body has the same level of understanding.

Ensuring Quarterly Budget Review

Statements are made available to and reviewed by the elected Council is strongly encouraged
to improve the awareness of the councillors in relation to this matter.
Some options to improve the Council's financial situation are canvased in the body of the report
and should be considered as part of an urgent review of its Resourcing Strategy.

March 2015
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4

LEADERSHIP AND ORGANISATIONAL GOVERNANCE

Councils are best placed to provide civic leadership

is critical to

locally. Good leadership

forming and maintaining both internal and external relationships that are positive for all parties.
Good governance

means

having effective

and efficient

structures,

policies and

systems,

processes in place that support civic leadership and decision making to ensure the council is
achieving its strategic and operational objectives thereby promoting community confidence in
Council.
Good governance and civic leadership seek to achieve participation, consensus, accountability,
transparency, responsiveness, efficiency, equity and legal compliance.'

Civic leadership and organisational governance at Lachlan Shire Council
•

The Council provided an induct on for all new councillors following the local government
general election in 2012.

•

Regular councillor workshops

are held to provide background

to councillors

information

about priority issues. These forums are not designed to "make decisions behind closed
doors" but rather provide an important opportunity for councillors to be informed before
making decisions at formal meetings.
•

The Council participates

in a variety of arrangements

with other councils to support its

administrative and governance functions. These include:
O

various joint initiatives as part of Central NSW Regional Organisation

of Councils

(CENTROC).

o

a Friendship
delegation

Alliance

with

Penrith

City Council.

from Penrith to the Shire to participate

Lachlan

has invited a

Council

in its National Aborigines

and

Islanders Day Observance Committee (NAIDOC Week) activities.

o

The Central

West

Salinity

and Water

Quality

Alliance.

The regional

Catchment

Management Authority formed a partnership with the Central West Salinity and Water
Quality Alliance to undertake

strategic projects across the catchment.

The Alliance

comprises sixteen councils in the Central West area.
•

While the Council displayed leadership and engaged with the community to develop its
initial community strategic plan, it acknowledges
priority. Recently,

that ongoing engagement has not been a

the Council took a leadership

role with its community

understand its views in relation to potential amalgamation.
Good Governance
Assouotion;

Mantapal
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to "Keep Lachlan Local". The Council has resolved to support this approach and build its
internal capability to be able to meet current and future challenges. The Council also hosted
a community rally to allow the community to express disapproval of the decision to close
the Condobolin's Target Country Store and its impacts on the community and local
business economy. Other initiatives recently introduced to re−engage with its community are
discussed later in this report.
•

In the past, Lachlan Shire Council has not given its organisational governance framework
the attention it requires. Consequently, over time, it has become deficient in a number of
areas and has not kept abreast of current policies, procedures and practices. The Council
does not comply with legislative requirements in several areas and is exposed to significant
risk. These deficiencies are discussed later under opportunities and areas for development.

•

Rebuilding the Council's governance framework to make it more contemporary and
compliant with legislation as well as industry standards will take time, effort and resources

Key Strengths
•

Following the appointment of a new General Manager in January 2013, the Council
reviewed its organisation structure and recruited a new Senior Leadership Team to
implement a much needed reform agenda (including the rebuild of its governance
framework). Regular weekly meetings are held with the Executive Staff. Agendas are set
and minutes taken. Council reports are considered by the Leadership Team following each
Council meeting to ensure decisions are implemented efficiently.

•

Council has taken the Promoting Better Practice Review as an opportunity to further
develop its management of change plan: Building Civic Leadership and Pride, Organisation
Development

Program,

A Draft Management

Change Plan for Lachlan

Shire Council

(Organisation Development Plan). The review team commends Council for taking a positive

and proactive approach to addressing its governance challenges.

March 2015
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Opportunities/Areas

for development

In response to the Self−Assessment Checklist completed by the Council, a range of deficiencies
were identified in relation to organisational governance. Several governance projects have been
included in the Council's Organisation

Development

Plan' to address these and other issues.

These are listed below.
•

Senior Management Team: A Charter is to be developed which includes a leadership
model, work/life balance considerations, meeting types (eg strategic/operational)

and

meeting procedures.
•

Review of policies: All policies and procedures are to be revised to a standard format, with
version control and be reflected in a policy register. Targeted training is to be provided to
relevant staff.

•

Ensuring legislative compliance: A system or process will be put in place to ensure the
Council's legislative and regulatory obligations are met.

•

Business continuity: The existing business continuity arrangements will be tested to ensure
that Council can operate in the event of a catastrophic disaster or emergency.

•

Risk management/fraud

control: This area has not been a priority for Lachlan Shire Council,

potentially exposing it to a range of risks across its operations. An enterprise risk
management plan is to be developed (based on Statewide Mutual's template) that
addresses all key business risks facing the Council.
•

Internal audit: The Council does not currently have any capacity in this area. It intends to
explore and implement internal audit capability using a shared service approach with
neighbouring councils (i.e. CENTROC councils).

•

Procurement, disposal and tendering: While the Council has procurement and tendering
guidelines in place, procedures for monitoring the performance of contractors and overall
contract management are informal and have not been documented. To provide assurance
to the Council, the Lachlan community and tenderers that contractual arrangements are
being appropriately established and scrutinised, the Council plans to undertake a major
review to align its policy and practices with industry best practice. This will include training
appropriate staff in their implementation.

•

Policy on staff interactions with the Mayor and councillors: Current relationships between
councillors and the leadership team are considered cordial and respectful, but they are not
governed by a clear policy framework. It is intended that a policy be developed on:

2

Propctr,

I 1−− 1

8i:ad:n:30w::

I eociersh:p and Pride, Cream:shoo Deve:o

Prcgrom

raft Monog

Cbaoqe

too far loch:on

5h:re Coonc::
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1. the interaction between the Mayor and General Manage,.
2. the interaction between councillors and staff.
3. Access to information by councillors.
•

Code of Conduct: The Council is generally meeting its statutory obligations in relation to this
area. However, to ensure it is less prone to corruption risk, the Council will work to reinforce
awareness of the Code to its delegates, the public and contractors. As part of this process,
the Council intends to also strengthen awareness of Protected Interest Disclosure and
related notification procedures.

•

Delegations: Clear statements documenting what the Mayor. General Manager, other key
staff and committees are accountable for are lacking or inconsistent across the
organisation. This has resulted in reduced clarity of roles, leading to delayed decision−making

and, at times,
currently underway with a view to establishing a Standard Instrument of
Delegations/Register

which clearly documents which functions of the Council have been

delegated to whom. Staff members accountable for enacting delegations will require
appropriate induction, training and support and monitoring to ensure that the delegations
are appropriately applied.

The review identified a number of additional governance areas which require development and
do not appear to be included in the Council's Organisation Development Plan. These include:

•

Statement of business ethics: The Council does not have a statement to guide external
parties (such as suppliers and contractors) on the standards that are required when dealing
with the Council or acting on the Council's behalf. As identified in the Organisation
Development Plan, the Council intends linking its Code of Conduct to the Procurement
Policy. This should also include identifying specific expectations of conduct relating to
suppliers and contractors.

•

Legal services: A long standing relationship has been maintained between the Council and
a local lawyer to provide it with legal advice when required. This arrangement is currently
under review. The Council ultimately intends to establish a legal advice panel.

March 2015
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•

Privacy management: The Council has not formally adopted a privacy management

plan.

While it has provided training on privacy to staff, this training has not been offered to
councillors.
•

Council committees:

Support to the Council's committees

(s355) could be improved by

providing them with a constitution or charter setting out their role and membership, as well
as a handbook and/or other written procedures and relevant training.
•

The Friendship Alliance with Penrith City Council: The review team suggests the Council
seek assistance through its alliance with Penrith City Council to strengthen existing
governance arrangements and other areas of Lachlan Shire Councils operation

These

particular strategies or arrangements should also be reflected in the Organisational
Development Plan.

Lachlan Shire Council's regulatory arrangements
This part of the review considered how Council is enforcing or ensuring compliance with laws to
protect the community

and the environment.

Examples of areas enforced by local councils

include: swimming pool legislation, unauthorized

land use, signage and building work, storm

water pollution, backyard fires, removal of noxious weeds, dog attacks, breaches of tree policies
and shopping trolleys.
Legislative requirements also require councils to prepare a number of policies and plans such
as a Companion

Animals Plan. Regulation

is important to support a wide range of social,

economic and environmental goals as identified in the Community Strategic Plan.

Key Strengths
•

Lachlan Council has programs and procedures for most aspects of enforcing and ensuing
compliance with the laws to protect the community and environment as described above.

Opportunities/Areas

for development

The Council is encouraged to include the following items in its Organisation Development Plan:
•

Management of its on−site sewerage management register should ensure regulated
inspections are being undertaker as required.

•

The Council acknowledges that it does not have a planned approach to waste
management. In particular, it does not have a Waste Management Plan which addresses
the need to reduce waste to landfill, increase recycling rates and promote better control
over the management its and fill sites.

March 2015
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•

The current Storm Water Management Plan is incomplete and out−of−date.

•

Companion Animals information on the Council's website is not accurate and is out—of−date.
Reference to registration fees on the website needs to be updated to reflect changes to
fees from 1 January 2014.

The Council's response — Leadership and organisational governance
Nil

March 2015
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5

COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLANNING
Local councils have an important role in undertaking strategic community planning with
and on behalf of their local communities to address challenges and realise opportunities
for their

area. The

Integrated

Planning

and Reporting

requirements

of the Local

Government Act provide the framework for councils to carry out efficient planning and
delivery of services in partnership with the community. Plans and programs are supported
by a Resourcing Strategy to ensure they are translated into action.
Lachlan Shire Council has been operating under the Integrated Planning and Reporting
framework since 2012, and updated its suite of documents in 2013, in line with statutory
req uirements,

Key Strengths
Overall
•

A desktop

review of the Council's

suite of Integrated

documents found that the legislative requirements

Planning

and Reporting

of the framework are being met.

The suite of documents is generally well−integrated
•

The Council has displayed
overall framework.
Council's

good practice in implementing

some elements

of the

For example, the Community Strategic Plan clearly identifies the

role in realising each of the community's

about "what the community

goals and provides informaticn

can do" against each goal. This encourages

ongoing

community commitment to the Plan, and supports a partnership approach to achieving
outcomes,
•

During

the review team

visit to the Council,

it was apparent

Management Team members have a sound understanding

that the Senior

of the Integrated Planning

and Reporting framework. The Senior Management Team is working collaboratively to
take a "whole of council" and "whole of community" approach to plan and deliver the
community's aspirations and goals.

Engaging with Lachlan's community
•

The

Council's

identifies

Community

key stakeholders

Engagement

Strategy

and engagement

is comprehensive

methods.

The Strategy

and

clearly

provides an

excellent overview of the local community and the issues that need to be considered
when undertaking

March 2015

consultation

programs

in the Shire. It embraces

social justice
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principles to incorporate targeted engagement

programs for typically hard−to−reach

groups
•

On−qoinq community engagement is a priority for the Council to ensure the aspirations
and goals of the Community Strategic Plan remain relevant to the community, special
interest groups and other partners. A recently introduced suite of initiatives to engage
the community in a variety of ways is considered better practice as ills comprehensive
and contains a number of innovate elements:

•

A Community Engagement Network, facilitated by the General Manager, has been set
up within the Council across all operations. All network members were trained in the
International

Association

for Public

Participation

methodology,

which

represents

industry good practice.
•

An engagement

approach titled Garden of Opportunities

utilises community forums

and specific engagement to inform the community, and seek views and priorities in a
creative

way. Community

members

are encouraged

to write their thoughts

onto

'leaves' which are placed on 'trees' for all to see.
•

BusinessConnect@Lachlan
representatives

is a network

facilitated

by the Council

to keep the

of the business community and businesses in touch with each other.

Lachlan Shire Council, in collaboration

with Business Connect and other sponsors,

hosted the inaugural Lachlan Christmas

Fiesta which was designed to encourage

people to shop locally for Christmas and engender a sense of community spirit and
celebration. The six hour event was an opportunity for local retailers to showcase their
products

as well as providing

a night out for the whole family with free local

entertainment, children's activities, fashion parades and a town crier. The turning on of
the lights on a new community Christmas tree was the highlight of the evening.
•

The recently launched CouncilConnect@tachlan

is a customer service initiative, the

main aim of which was to actively review and resolve customer complaints (91% of
4,000 items since May 2013 have been successfully
promoted awareness

finalised). The inifiative also

of the Council's services via small flyers/one−page brochures

which contained Council facts and figures as well as information on how to contact the
Council. All outdoor staff are provided with business cards to refer any requests for
service or complaints directly to the Council.
•

A social media presence has been established on Facebook with a view to promoting
Council initiatives and engaging with a broader cross−section of the community.

March 2015
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•

The social justice principles

of access,

equity, participation

and rights inform all

engagement activities.

Translating the Community Strategic Plan into action
The Delivery Program is a statement of commitment to the community from each newly−elected
council.

•

Lachlan Shire Delivery Program 2014 to 2016 represents a statement of commitment from
the elected body of councillors on how it intends to put the community's strategic goals into
action during its term of office. The Delivery Program also incorporates

the Operational

Plan which articulates the specific infrastructure, facilities, services and programs flowing
from the Delivery Program that the Council will deliver in a given year.
•

The Delivery Program/Operational Plan is well presented and finks well with the Community
Strategic Plan goals and strategic objectives.

Identifyingand

committing the resources required

In order to contribute
Community

Strategic

to the achievement
Plan, councils

of community

must

prepare

aspirations,

a Resourcing

as identified

Strategy.

in the

The Strategy

identifies the resources required to carry out the activities set out in the Delivery Program and
Operational

Plan. Three essential

areas: long−term financial

planning,

asset management

planning and workforce planning must be considered in the Resourcing Strategy.

•

The Living Lachlan Style 2022 Resourcing Strategy July 2012 is generally well presented
and meets the requirements of the legislation. The Council's overall financial position and
how it is managing its resources in the three essential areas is discussed in the next section
Delivering A Sustainable Future.

Opportunities/Areas
•

for development

Ongoing community engagement
community

priorities

around the Community Strategic Plan should canvass

and acceptable

levels of service.

The 'Garden

of Opportunities'

initiative currently seeks information about community priorities. Information is also required
about the level of service that is acceptable for each service. These should be explicitly
referred to in the next revision of the Community Strategic Plan.
•

A key project in the Council's

Organisation

Development

Plan is the introduction

of a

Business Planning Model which aligns the Council's strategic intent to operational effort. As

March 2015
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part of this process, the Council intends to develop and carry out activities to strengthen
monitoring and reporting on implementing obligations arising from the Integrated Planning
and Reporting framework.
•

Improved linkages: The Resourcing Strategy could better demonstrate how they will enable
the achievement of the Delivery Program and Operational Plan. The individual plans within
the Resourcing

Strategy (ie Long−Term Financial

Plan. Asset

Management

Plan and

Workforce Strategy) should also link to each other. Consideration of how to achieve these
linkages across the suite of plans should be explored as soon as practicable.

The Council's response — Community Strategic Planrung
1 Nil

March 2015
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DELIVERING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

6

This section examines Lachlan Shire Council's overall financial position and how it is managing
its finances, assets and workforce in order to deliver the outcomes of the Community Strategic
Plan in a manner which can be sustained into the future.

Overall financial performance and outlook
•

In 2013, the NSW Treasury Corporation (TCorp) conducted an assessment of the financial
position of all councils in NSW. Lachlan Shire Council was found to have a "moderate"
financial position with a "negative" long−term outlook. •

The Shire has a small rate base which accounts for onl
(2012/13 financial statements).Consequently,

the Council is heavily reliant on grants (58%

of income in 2012/13). Any reduction in these grants will place the Council in a serious
financial predicament.
•

The challenge to be financially sustainable

is significant and ongoing for Lachlan Shire

Council. The Council has limited options to increase its revenue and faces increasing
expectations for community services from its community.
•

The Council expressed the view that government

regulation is increasing and services

are being withdrawn from less−populated rural areas. Community need and pressure has
resulted in the Council having to provide a range of services such as medical services.
•

While the Council has reported operating surpluses before capital grants and contributions
for the last two years, this does not reflect the true financial health of the organisation. The
Council's depreciation

charges are based on historical cost, rather than fair value. It is

expected that when depreciation is applied at fair value it will increase significantly and will
impact negatively on the Council's overall financial position.
•

The Council's

Long−Term Financial Plan forecasts deficits for the next ten years for its

Water and Sewerage operations.

While modest surpluses

are forecast for the General

Fund, these will probably not be sustained when the new depreciation charge is calculated
based on the lair valuation' of assets.
•

The Council is considering a special rate variation as a means of increasing revenues from
this source to improve its financial position.

Asset management
•

T Corp identified that the Council's Infrastructure Backlog has been above $81 million in the
last four years, with the 2013−14 projected $9.6 million shortfall in asset maintenance and
renewals funding increasing the infrastructure backlog further.

March 2015
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•

An Infrastructure Audit was also undertaken in 2013, which identified the Council as having
.'weak" infrastructure management.

•

The Lachlan Shire has one of the largest road networks in NSW. The Council is responsible
for maintaining 4,460 kilometres of road.

•

The Council acknowledges that its asset condition audits and subsequent depreciation and
renewal allowances vary from good practice to poor practice depending on the asset type.
Priorities for asset renewal have not been consistently identified across each asset type
and nor have they been costed and integrated with the Lachlan Shire Delivery Program
2012 — 2016 (incorporating the annual Operational Plans)

Workforce
•

Lachlan Shire Council, as with most rural councils, faces significant challenges with its
workforce. The Council's Workforce Plan identifies that it has an ageing workforce (35% of
staff aged over 50) and its remoteness makes recruiting staff with he required skills a
challenge. The Council highlighted that, to help overcome this situation, it is working closely
with local schools to run innovative training, traineeships and apprenticeships.

The Council

currently has three cadets.

•

Around 16.4% of the population of the Lachlan Shire identify as being indigenous. The
Indigenous employees at Lachlan Shire represent 20.24% of its workforce.

Opportunities/Areas
•

for development

The Long−Term Financial Plan requires further development.
are not included. Commentary

Key Performance Indicators

is needed to explain the scenarios

within the Plan. A

sensitivity analysis should also be undertaken to determine the impact the actual outcome
of a particular variable will have if it differs from what was previously assumed.
•

Once the Council has finalised the fair valuation of its assets, it should then update its Asset
Management Plans, Long−Term Financial Plan and Delivery Program to reflect the revisions
as a matter of urgency.

•

Full asset maintenance costs should be included in the relevant asset management plans
and the Long−Term Financial Plan,

March 2015
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•

The financial data contained in the Asset Management

Plans and Workforce

Plan differ

from what is in the Long−Term Financial Plan and the Delivery Program. When these plans
are next revised all financial data should align.
•

As recommended

by TCorp, the Council is encouraged

to focus on asset renewals (as

opposed to upgrades or new assets) to assist with improving the quality of the asset base
and reducing the maintenance and renewals funding gap.
•

The Council has not prepared

a Quarterly

Budget Review Statement

financial year, despite it being a legislative requirement.
completed

as the Statement

will help to accurately

in the 2013/14

It is important that this task is

inform the Council of its financial

position.

•

The Council's Water Fund is a Category

1 business. The National Competition

Policy

requires a council category 1 business (Water Fund) to at least make a return on capital
(break−even or a surplus), and adopt a corporate model (Business Plan). In addition, a
dividend cannot be declared from a business if it is reporting deficits. The Council will need
to either increase its water rates or alternatively, reduce expenditure in order to bring the
fund to a break−even position.
•

The Councils

Sewerage Fund is a Category 2 business, and is reporting deficits before

capital grants and contributions. The Council will need to review this Fund with the view of
returning it to a surplus.
•

The Council intends to develop a set of workplace values to complement the set of values
articulated as part of the community strategic planning process. It is proposed that these
values will be developed in consultation with staff to help shape a more positive culture for
the organisation (4.5 of the Council's Organisation Development Plan).

•

The Council does not have a Succession Plan which is of some concern as it has an ageing
workforce (35% of staff over the age of 50) and by its own admission, has trouble attracting
skilled staff because of its remote situation. The Council should develop a Succession Plan
as soon as it is practicable.

•

The Council's Workforce Ran does not dearly address the workforce requirements of the
Delivery Program, as required. It also does not show how the cost of its proposed actions is
reflected in the Long−Term Financial Plan. This should be addressed when the next suite of
Integrated Pianning and Reporting plans is prepared.
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The Council's response − Delivering a Sustainable Future

RI
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7

BETTER PRACTICE EXAMPLES'
Description

Example

and better

practice

elements

I
nno

a ye community

engagement

A comprehensive

suite of initiatives to engage with the community in innovative ways:

A cross−Council Community

Engagement

Network, with all members

trained in the IAP2 methodology

which represents current industry good practice.
The Garden of Opportunities

encourages community members to record their thoughts and priorities.

BusinessConnectCbLachlan

is a network facilitated

by the Council to keep the representatives

of the

business community in touch with each other for the purpose of enhancing business enterprise within the
Shire.
•

CouncilConnect©lachlan
complaints.

is a customer service initiative which actively reviews and resolves customer

The Council's services are also promoted by outdoor staff are provided with business cards

to refer any requests for service or complaints directly to the Council.
•

A r nrial media presence

•

Social justice principles inform all engagement

activities.

4 Definition of Better Practice. Office of Local covernront
Better practice

•

Beyond or above minimum compliance requirements, published guidelines or in some
way better than standard industry practice.

•

Innovative and/or very effective,

•

Contributes to continuous improvement within the local government sector.
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8

ACTION PLAN

Lachlan Shire Council faces a number of challenges,

particularly in relation to improving its governance

framework and achieving financial

sustainability.
The review team has prepared the following Action Plan to record the areas requiring development

and proposed actions arising from the

Promoting Better Practice Review. Areas and actions already captured in the Council's Organisation Development Plan have been noted in the
Progress Report Column. A notional risk rating for each area has also been included in the priority column.
The Council is asked to review each area, the proposed actions and the risk ratings allocated.
additional areas and actions identified by the review team be included in the Organisation

It is suggested

Development

that once confirmed,

Plan. The Council is encouraged

the
to

include start and finish dates based on priority as soon as practicable. It is critical that the Senior Management Team monitor progress against
the tasks in the Organisation Development Plan and report to the Council quarterly.
The Council is also encouraged to review the linkages between the Organisation
Reporting documents.

As part of this process,

start and completion

Development

dates, as well as indicative

Organisation Development Plan.
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costs, should also be included in the

Areas for development
Review of policies

Legislative compliance

Priority
High

High

Action

roposed

Timeframe

− Review all policies and procedures to
Complete by
align with a standard format.
30.06.15
Introduce
control
and
up−to−date
version
an
−
policy register.
− Provide training to relevant staff.

−

Put in place a system or process to
ensure legislative and regulatory
obligations are met

Complete by
3004.15

Responsibility

Pro

ess r'art

Captured in Organisation
Development Plan (ODP)
Standardised
format
•
developed; version control
arid TRIM references
included; review work
underway
s Relevant training being
developed and induction
manual updated
9

DCSG

DCSS

Captured in OOP
Priority work commenced
on planning, budgeting
and reporting
requirements
Information reference
sheet being prepared for
all staff
Invitstleation to purchase
pr priate software
underway

Business Continuity

Risk management/ fraud
control

High

High

−

the oxistmg Business c;outisui4;
Complete by
arrangements to ensure that the Council
31.03.15
Can Operate in the event of A Catastrophic
disaster or emergency.

−

Develop an enterprise risk management

plan to identify and address all key

DCSG

Captured in ODP
e Development of BCP
commenced
• Investigation underway to
identify alternative
emergency command
centre
I
• Current BC arrangements
to undergo testing to
identify existing gaps
Captured in GDP

Complete by

DCSG
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Areas for development

Priority

Action

Timeframe

proposed

Responsibility

31/10/15

business risks facing the Council.

Progress

report

ERM plan and policy
under review
Risk management
handbook (Centroc
developed) to be updated
Discussions underway
with Centroc Internal Audit
Panel advisors to assist in
identifying key fraud
mechanisms and gaps

Internal audit

Procurement,
and tendering

plign

disposal

Asset Management

High

Hcih

−

Complete by

Implement an tnteinal audit capability

Review all policies, guidelines, practices
and procedures in this area.
Develop policies, guidelines and practices
relating to overall contract management
and monitoring the performance of
contractors
Provide training to relevant staff
Este

DCGG

30/06/15

using a shared service approach with
neighbouring councils (i.e. CENTROC
councils).

ua to fists data pose of all assets

Complete
by 30/3/15

Currently investigating
shared services approach
with Forbes Shire Council
• Internal Audit advisory
service being contracted
to review financial controls

GM

March 2015

Medium

Develop a policy on
− the interaction between the Mayor and
General Manager.
the interaction between councillors and
staff.
Access to information by councillors

GM
Complete
by
30/3/15
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Captured in ODP
ARC Blue initial
consultation and report
being investigated,
policies and procedures
under review
Continue to Li pdale asset
management databaPP

Complete
31:10;15

Policy on staff
interactions with the
Mayor and councillors

Captured in GDP

Captured in ODP
Review of existing Code
of Conduct to determine
adequacy/gaps.
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Areas for development
Code of Conduct

Delegations

Priority
Medium

High

Action proposed
− Implement strategies to reinforce
awareness of the Code to Council
delegates, the public and contractors.
− Promote awareness of Protected Interest
Disclosure and related notification
procedures.

Complete current review of delegations.
Establish
a standard instrument of
−
delegations or register.
− Provide appropriate induction, trairkng arid
support for staff accountable for enacting
delegations.
− Develop monitoring mechanisms to ensure
that delegations are appropriately applied.

the

March 2015

Timeframe

Responsibility

Complete
by
30/3/15

GM
(GT)

Complete
by 28/2/15

DCSG

Ised
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Progress report
Captured in ODP
• Reviewed Poky
approved by Council,
Councillors and all staff
undertaken training
Require
to link current
•
Policy to Procurement,
Disposal and Tendering
policies and procedures.
• Code posted on website
• All Council S355
Committees provided with
a copy of the Code
• E−learning module to be
used for raising staff.
contractor and volunteer
awareness

Captured in ODP
• Currently being reviewed
• Standard register
established
• Individual delegations to
be included in induction
and attached to Position
Descriptions
• Include review/monitoring
in internal audit program
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Areas for development

Itetivi■e

Priority

rvnrmi■viviii

Timeframe
_

Responsibility

Medium

Privacy management

Medium

Supporting Councils
committees (s355)

Medium

The Friendehlp Alliance

Medium

with Penrfth City Council

March 2015

−

Finalise review of provision of legal
services to the Council.
Establish a legal advice panel.

Complete
by 30/3/15

GM

NOT captured in OUP
• Now included in ODP
• Register of legal
engagement/advice and
panel to be established

Prepare and adopt a privacy management
plarr
Provide training on privacy management to
councillors and refresher training to
relevant staff as required.

Complete
by 3013/15

GM

NOT captured in ODP
• Now included in ODP
• Privacy Management
Plan to be developed
• Adoption of the E−learning
module provides training
on privacy management
to Councillors and
relevant staff

− Provide committees with a constitution or
Complete
charter setting out their role and
membership, as well as documented
by 30/6/15
procedures and relevant training.

Utilise the alliance with Pennth City Council
to assist in strengthening existing

negert

wt.u; u, gent
and Local Preference
Policies
• Summary document to be
provided to all suppliers
and contractors

dealing with the Council or acting on the
Council's behalf.

Legal services

Pin7rpc•

Complete
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DCSG

GM

NOT captured in ODP
• Now included in ODP
• Review underway to
establish consistent
Terms of Reference roles
and responsibilities
• Training including Code
of Conduct to be
incorporated
NOT captured in ODP
• Now included in the ODP
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Areas for development

Priority

Action

Timeframe

proposed

governance arrangements

Improved linkages
between all of the
Council's plans and
strategies

Long−Term Financial

Medium

Plan

Update the Resourcing
Strategy and Delivery
Program

March 2015

High

High

Responsibility

by 30/3115

Review and improve links between the
Resourcing Strategy and the Delivery
Program and Operational Plan.
Better
integrate the individual plans within
−
the Resourcing Strategy (le Long−Term
Financial Plan, Asset Management Plan
and Workforce Strategy).

Include Key Performance Indicators as
required
Provide commentary to explain
scenarios
Carry out a sensitivity analysis

Once the Asset Management Plans have
been updated to include the Fair
Valuation of Assets (value and
depreciation), the Council should also
update its Long−Term Financial Plan and
DoNery Program accordingly.
The updated Asset Management Plans
should also include full asset
maintenance costs.

DCSG

Complete by
30/6/15

DCSG
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report

• Relationship
management
!interactions, exchange of
staff and intormation
regular

Complete by
31/12/15

Complete by
30/6/15

Progress

All Directors

Captured n ODP
• Work has commenced on
providing a strategic
overview and critical
dates to assist in the
production of a key
reference resource
available to all staff
• Update and formulate
plans as required
NOT captured in OOP
• Now captured in the CDR
▪ Significant work to be
undertaken in
development including
Asset Management Plan
and Workforce Strategy.

Now captured in the OOP
This work has been
factored into the ODP
and is part of the ongoing
program to update
Councils strategic
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Areas for development

Priority

Actior

Timefrarne

proporrri

Po−mirror import

Responsibility

The Long−Terri
cac._.a., lac should
include the costs of initiatc es from the
Workforce NIanagement Plan.

Alignment of financial
data for the Resourcing
Strategy and Delivery
Program

High

Quarterly Budget Review
Statement

High

plan:.!! o,

− Once the Asset Management Plans and
the Workforce Plan have been updated,
the financial data contained in those plans
should agree with the information in the
Long−Term Financial Plan and the
Delivery Program.

The Council should recommence the
preparation of a Quarterly Budget Review
Statement, as per legislation

Complete by
30/6/15

DCSG

e

r

Complete by
30/3/15

DCSG

,accucts

Now captured in the ODP
This work has been
factored into the ODP
and is part of the ongoing
program to update
Council's strategic
planning and products.
Now captured in the ODP
Work is on track to table
September and
December 2014 OBR
statements at the
February 2015 Council
meeting

High

Water Fund

Sewerage Fund

Higli

The Council should prepare a business
plan for its Water Fund as per the
National Competition Policy.
The Council should increase its water
rates or reduce expenditure to enable the
fund to at least break even in line with the
National Competition Policy.
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Plan

Medium

DIS
DC;SG

I he Counci swuLd etaisidec alcreasing

Now captured in the ODP
Will be considered as
part of the budget
development process
Business Ran to be
presented to Council
Now captured in the ODP

its sewerage rases to at least bring the
Fund to a break even position.

Succession

Complete by
30/6/15

The Council should develop a succession
plan.

Complete by
30/6/15

DIS

Complete by
31:1215

DCSG
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Will be considered as
part of the budget
development process

Now captured in the COP
To be integrated as a
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Areas for development

Priority

Timeframe

Action proposed

Responsibility

Progresiumort
critical section in the
Workforce Plan and
subject to consideration
when undertaking staff
appraisals

Workforce Plan

Asset Management
Review

Medium

− [he Gosscil should clearly acdress the
workforce requirements of the Delivery
Program, and ensure that costs
associated with proposed workforce
actions are addressed in the Long−Term
Financial Plan.

Complete by
30/6/15

DCSG

0 Now captured in the ODP

* Currently being
and will include
Succession Plan

Complete by

DCSG

3019'15

Now captured in the ODP
Significant review of all
areas currently being
undertaken
Results of review to
influence Long Term
Financial Plan

Procurement Policy −
Review

March 2015

Complete by
30/9/15
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DCSG

a Now captured in the ODP
• Currently underway,
looking at achieving
efficiencies through
revised Procedures and
expenditure controls
0 Policy to also reflect
disposal of Assets and
Tendering processes

